
 
 

Ellis and Burlington Ltd Privacy Policy 

Last updated: January 7, 2020 

Introduction 

Ellis and Burlington Ltd. (hereinafter: "we” or "us" or "The Company") values its 
customers' and visitors' privacy. 

This privacy policy is effective September 2, 2018. 

It summarizes what information we might collect from a registered user, client, 
potential client or any other visitor (hereinafter: "you"), and what we will and will not 
do with it. 

Please note that this privacy policy does not govern the collection and use of 
information by companies that Ellis and Burlington Ltd. does not control, nor by 
individuals not employed or managed by Ellis and Burlington Ltd. If you visit our site 
that we mention or link to, be sure to review its privacy policy before providing the 
site with information. By using the site, you agree and accept the terms of this Privacy 
Policy and you give consent to the collection and use of information in the manner set 
out in it. 

You are encouraged to periodically review this Privacy Policy to stay informed of 
updates. You will be deemed to have been made aware of, will be subject to, and will 
be deemed to have accepted the changes in any revised Privacy Policy by your 
continued use of the Site after the date such revised Privacy Policy is posted.   

IT IS IMPORTANT TO MENTION THAN IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THE 
PRIVACY POLICY OR ANY PROVISION OF IT, PLEASE TERMINATE THE 
ACCESS TO THE SITE IMMEDIATELY AND REFRAIN FROM ACCESSING 
OR USING THE SITE IN THE FUTURE.  

What information does the Company collect 

We may collect information about you in a variety of ways. The information we may 
collect on the Site includes: 
 
Personal Data  
 
Personally identifiable information, such as your name, last name, shipping address, 
email address, and demographic information, such as your age, gender, hometown, 



 
and interests, that you voluntarily give to us (when you voluntarily choose to give 
when you register to the site). It is important to mention that you are under no 
obligation to provide us with personal information of any kind. 
 
 
 
Derivative Data  
 
Derivative Data is the Information our servers automatically collect when you access 

the Site, such as your IP address, your browser type, your operating system, your 

access times, and the pages you have viewed directly before and after accessing the 

Site.  

 

Third-Party Data  
 
Information from third parties, such as personal information or network friends, if you 

connect your account to the third party and grant the Site permission to access this 

information. 

We may collect other information that cannot be readily used to identify you, such as 
(for example) the domain name and IP address of your computer. We may use this 
information, individually or in the aggregate, for technical administration of our site; 
research and development; customer- and account administration; and to help us focus 
our marketing efforts more precisely. 

Cookies 

Ellis and Burlington Ltd. uses "cookies" to store personal data on your computer. We 
may also link information stored on your computer in cookies with personal data 
about specific individuals stored on our servers. If you set up your Web browser (for 
example, Internet Explorer, Chrome or Firefox) so that cookies are not allowed, you 
might not be able to use some or all of the features of our site. 

External Data Storage Sites 

We may store your data on servers provided by third party hosting vendors with 
whom we have contracted. 

Your privacy responsibilities 



 
To help protect your privacy, be sure: 

• not to share your user ID or password with anyone else; 
• to log off the Ellis and Burlington Ltd's site when you are finished; 
• to take customary precautions to guard against “malware” (viruses, Trojan 

horses, bots, etc.), for example by installing and updating suitable anti-virus 
software. 

Notice to European Union users 

Ellis and Burlington Ltd's operations are located primarily in Israel and the United 
Kingdom. If you provide information to us, the information will be transferred out of 
the European Union (EU) to Israel. By providing personal information to us, you are 
consenting to its storage and use as described herein. 

Information collected from children 

You must be at least 13 years old to use Ellis and Burlington Ltd's Site and Service. 
Ellis and Burlington Ltd.  does not knowingly collect information from children under 
13. 

Changes to this Privacy Policy 

We reserve the right to change this Privacy Policy as we deem necessary or 
appropriate because of legal compliance requirements or changes in our business 
practices. If you have provided us with an email address, we will endeavor to notify 
you, by email to that address, of any material change to how we will use personally 
identifiable information. 

Contact Us 

If you have questions or comments about Ellis and Burlington's privacy policy, send 
an email to support@ellisandburlington.com, or contact us via any of the ways 
described in our Site. 
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